JUL 17 2017

Mrs. Nina Spinelli, Chairperson
Savannah River Site Citizens Advisory Board
P.O. Box A
Aiken, SC 29802

Dear Mrs. Spinelli:

SUBJECT: Citizens Advisory Board (CAB) Recommendation #343 Savannah River Site (SRS) Strategic Plan (Your letter, dated 5/24/17):

Thank you for your recommendation for the SRS Strategic Plan. The Department of Energy (DOE), Savannah River Operations Office accepts your recommendations and provides the following responses to the recommendations.

**CAB Recommendation: 343 – SRS Strategic Plan**

1. *SRS updates its strategic plan to support and align with the Department of Energy Strategic Plan.*

DOE accepts Subpart 1. The SRS Strategic Plan is our map for the next five years and outlines our contributions to the DOE strategic goals. Considering the goals of the President’s administration and DOE leadership, DOE plans to update their strategic goals in the near future; the SRS Strategic Plan will be developed in line with those goals.

2. *Present a draft of that plan to the CAB so that the CAB can be given an opportunity to offer comments and provide input.*

DOE accepts Subpart 2. SRS is committed to providing opportunity for stakeholder and community comments regarding the SRS Strategic Plan. We will provide a draft of the SRS Strategic Plan for comment and will carefully consider all input prior to publishing the document.

If you have any questions, please contact me or have your staff contact Zachary Todd, at (803) 952-6018.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Jack R. Craig
Savannah River Site Manager
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cc:
David Borak, EM-4.32
Kristen Ellis, EM-5.31
Michael Mikolonis, DDFO
Pamela Marks, DDFO
Catherine Heigel, SCDHEC
Gwen Keyes, EPA
Mark Williams, GADNR
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